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Summary	 

This dissertation is about solar systems used in industrial processes. In our case, the process 

that has been studied is the yogurt maturation. This industrial process requires temperatures 

at 45 οC. The purpose of the dissertation is to create a solar system that can cover the energy 

needs of the process. 

 

First, it was necessary to evaluate what are the needs of the process under study. The needs 

have been evaluated using the temperatures that it requires, and the heating and cooling 

loads required for the building of the dairy industry.  

 

There have been developed two models. One is developed in Revit which enable the 

evaluation of the heating and cooling analysis and the other one in T-Sol. The second model 

is the development of the solar system that can cover a high percentage of the energy needs 

of the procedure. 

 

 In this dissertation there is an analysis of how that models have been developed and at the 

Appendix there are the extracts of each software. Closing this Master thesis there is the 

efficiency of the developed system and its evaluation regarding its use. At Appendix B, there 

is a financial analysis of the solar system too. 
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Introduction 
 

 

 

The solar heating and cooling technologies are being applied to many industrial processes, 

but not unchallenged. In any industrial process the requirement for heating and cooling 

never ceases to exist. In the contrary they are required in very large numbers, with no periods 

of zero requirements. The used applications for their control are very complex and must 

control the procedures very strictly. The temperature levels, which vary across all the 

industrial procedures, have also applications which further control them. For the heating 

processes, it is expected, that the required temperatures are going to be very high. For this 

particular reason the concentrators and all the other equipment are built so that the 

temperature may rise and remain high the whole time of the procedure. Solar energy is 

studied to be applied to the industrial processes, but the high costs of its application, 

compared to the low costs of coal or gas heating, delay its use. This explains why in the last 

thirty years, these technologies (solar energy) have limited development. 

 

Selection of a solar collector 
For the selection of a solar collector, the following criteria must be met: 

 The operating temperatures of the system 

 The thermal efficiency of the system 

 The energy capacity of the system 

 The cost of the system 

 The occupied space for its installation 

The technology used for the heating/cooling services is another important aspect to be 

considered. 
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Some parameters which are important in solar heating and cooling technologies are the 

following: 

 The risk of the instability of the price of some natural resources such as coal, oil and 

natural gas 

 The absence of fuel costs 

 The reduction of carbon emissions 

 The localized production that requires energy 

 

 

Figure	1:	Renewable	Industrial	Process	Heat	Technologies	and	Applications	(EPA	2019a,1)	

 

The diagram includes the following nine technologies with approximate temperature ranges: 

 Concentrating solar collectors: approximately 0 to more than 204.44 degrees Celsius 

(32 to 400 degrees Fahrenheit) 

 Evacuated tube solar collectors: approximately 0 to more than 204.44 degrees Celsius 

(32 to 400 degrees Fahrenheit) 
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 Flat-plate solar collectors: approximately 0 to 76.66 degrees Celsius (32 to 170 

degrees Fahrenheit) 

 Transpired air solar collectors: approximately 0 to 35 degrees Celsius (32 to 95 

degrees Fahrenheit) 

 Unglazed solar collectors: approximately 0 to 35 degrees Celsius (32 to 95 degrees 

Fahrenheit) 

 Deep geothermal energy: approximately 79.44 to 193.33 degrees Celsius (175 to 380 

degrees Fahrenheit) 

 Direct use geothermal: approximately 0 to 93.33 degrees Celsius (32 to 200 degrees 

Fahrenheit) 

 Geothermal heat pump: approximately 0 to 48.88 degrees Celsius (32 to 120 degrees 

Fahrenheit) 

 Woody biomass: approximately 0 to 204.44 degrees Celsius (32 to 400 degrees 

Fahrenheit) (EPA 2019b,1) 

 

Figure 2 represents the industrial processes that requires low temperature to be achieved.  
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Figure	2:	Low	temperature	processes	(Krmelj	2019,2)	

 

This master thesis was inspired from the master’s degree “Sustainable Energy Systems” and 

its purpose is to determine how effective will the installation of a solar energy system in an 

industrial unit. The industrial unit chosen is a dairy faculty, which more specifically processes 

milk and produces yogurt. The study is enlisted in the renewable energy sources and aims in 

finding the exact percentage of energy coverage, provided by solar energy, in the chosen 

procedure. 

 

To accompany this study, we developed a model, using the following programs: “Revit” and 

“T-Sol”. The Revit model is the representation of the building, which is to be studied, 

concerning the size of the building and its construction elements. In the T-Sol model we 

developed the proposed solar collectors’ system and their efficiency. 
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Chapter 1 

Solar Systems Applications in the 

Dairy Industry 
	

	

	

Solar thermal systems could contribute to energy savings in the dairy industry, where the 

production procedures demand water temperatures of over 80 Celsius degrees. The 

produced hot water can also be applied in the installation’s steam boiler as a pre-heating 

medium for the entering water. In this case, it is obvious that the energy contribution of the 

solar thermal system is low and doesn’t cover much of the total energy demand. 

 

We can divide the processes in two groups: the low temperature and the high temperature 

ones. 

The low temperature processes require temperatures lower than 80 Celsius degrees. Some 

indicative processes of this group are the following: 

 Bottle washing (60 οC) 

 Pasteurization (70 οC) 

 Yogurt maturation (40-45 οC) 

 CIP (Cleaning-in-Place 70-80 οC) 

The high temperatures processes require temperatures higher than 100 Celsius degrees. 

Some indicative processes for this group are the following: 
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 Bottle sterilization 

 UHT treatment (milk sterilization) 

 Spray drying. (CRES 2019, 2) 

 

1.1 Yogurt maturation 
The process of making yogurt follows these steps: 

 Modifying the composition of the milk, while pasteurizing it 

 Fermenting it at warm temperatures 

 Cooling 

 Adding materials (such as fruit or sugar) 

 

1.1.1 Modifying milk composition 

Before the milk is made into yogurt, it first must be modified. This is a standard process and 

involves the reduction of the fat content and the increase of the total solids. A standardizing 

clarifier and a separator are the used equipment for this procedure. To create the yogurt, the 

solid contents have an increase up to 16%, with 1-5% being fat and the rest 11-14% being 

solids-not-fat (SNF). This result can be accomplished by evaporating water or by adding 

concentrated milk/ milk powder. Another reason for the solids content increase is the 

improvement of its nutritional value as well as the better quality of the firmer yogurt 

produced. After this procedure the milk is fermented until it reaches its final form. At this 

point fruits and other flavors may be added to the product and after this, comes the 

packaging. 

 

1.1.2 Pasteurization and homogenization 

To begin the pasteurization, some stabilizers are added to the milk. The pasteurization is a 

very important step for the yogurt production and has also many benefits for the product. All 

the microorganisms that could affect the fermentation, are being exterminated through the 

pasteurization. The denature of the whey proteins offer the final yogurt a firmer body and 
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texture. It should be noted that the pasteurization doesn’t alter the flavor of the product. To 

start the pasteurization, we must heat the milk in high temperature and then keep that 

temperature for a set period of time. In a specific pasteurization method, the milk is poured 

in a stainless steel vat and is heated to 85 οC for 30 minutes. 

 

1.1.3 Homogenization 

During this phase the larger fat globules in the milk are divided in smaller ones, giving the 

yogurt a smoother and creamier form in its final form. Homogenization also helps in the 

packaging process, since the product has a more stable form. The procedure is conducted in 

special equipment called homogenizer or viscolizer. These machines force the milk trough 

small openings at high pressures, so that the fat globules may disperse into smaller ones and 

give the product the wanted form. 

 

1.1.4 Fermentation 

After the pasteurization and homogenization, the milks temperature is high and needs to be 

cooled down to 43-46 οC. Then to start the fermentation, a fermentation culture of a 2% 

concentration is added to the mix. The mixture remains at standard temperature for three to 

four hours. During this process the product gets its characteristic yogurt flavor from some 

compounds which are metabolized from the bacteria. A byproduct of high importance is the 

lactic acid. 

 

1.1.5 Incubation 

This process has different methods for each type of yogurt. It can be done in large tanks of 

hundred gallons or in individual containers which are also going to be the product’s final 

container. For example, stirred yogurt is fermented in bulk and then is poured to its selling 

containers. Set yogurt or commonly known French style, can be fermented in the final 

container. To determine if the fermentation is done and the yogurt is ready, the acidity of the 

product is checked. The acidity gets lower with the production of lactic acid. A small portion 
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is tested with sodium hydroxide and if the pH is right, then the product is cooled, modified if 

required and then packaged for sale.  (Romanowski 2019, 1)  
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Chapter 2 

Solar Systems 
	

	

	

2.1 Solar energy 
It can be applied to every area of Greece. The annual solar radiation is accounted for 1200 

kWh/m2 to 1900 kWh/m2. The average solar energy radiation is shown on Figure 3. The solar 

thermal system harnesses the solar energy to heat water for use and supportive room 

heating. These thermal systems are more economic concerning energy consumption, a lot 

eco-friendlier and are used more often. It is often that there aren’t many updates on the 

amounts of thermal energies provided by technologically updated solar systems. By 

installing solar collectors, it is possible to exploit a big amount of solar energy in the 

production of thermal energy. This way, a reduction in the use of fuel is possible, alongside 

with a reduction in environmental harmful wastes.(Logasol 2007, 2)	
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Figure	3:	The	map	of	Solar	radiation	(Logasol	2007,	2)		

 

2.2 Solar Energy Systems 
In order to improve everyday day quality of life, an increased energy consumption is 

required, to make easier some activities. Mankind’s anxiousness about the environment, plus 

the fact that the traditional energy sources will be depleted one day, led the common interest 

to the renewable energy sources. Among the renewable energy sources, solar energy is one 

of the outmost interests, due to the fact that it has nearly no impact to the environment. The 

mature technological advancement on gathering and storing the solar energy, has deemed it 

a good replacement for the traditional ones (such as oil and electricity). 

 

The European Committee adopted on December 1997 the White Bible for a “Social Strategy 

and Action Plan, Future Energy: Renewable Energy Sources”, placing a target of 12% coming 

from the addition of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) on the total energy consumption of the 

European Union until the year 2010. 
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The general strategy described in the White Bible, contains a “Take off Campaign” to make 

the total success ratio higher. The wanted increased private investments on RES will be toned 

up through activities from public relationships and informative public programs, which will 

fulfill the campaign’s targets. The target for the solar thermal department is the production 

and sale of 15 million m2 of solar collectors until the year 2010. 

 

The solar energy system can be divided in many categories – according to their exclusive 

application, their technology, the size of their system, the climatic conditions etc. The variety 

of the system synthesis come from the different ways in which the systems store the solar 

energy. In the end, the main parts of the solar energy systems remain the same in every 

system synthesis, and they conduct the same basic functions of the thermal procedure. 

 

A summary of a solar energy system’s main part is the following: 

 The collector: is the part which absorbs the solar radiation and transforms it into 

heat, which then is transmitted into a heat transfer fluid (water or even gas) which 

resides inside the collector 

 The tank: is the storage heat facility, where the collected thermal energy is stored, 

in a way which the solar system can function independent from the thermal needs, 

allowing the solar energy to be collected and stored, whenever it is available. In 

some exceptional cases, like the heating of swimming tanks or daily air heating 

etc., is the non-continuous function acceptable and there is no need for thermal 

savings. 

 The pump: is the device in which the heat transfer fluid circulates in between the 

collectors and the heat exchangers. 

 Control panel: are the devices (such as thermostats, valves etc., which ensure the 

efficiency and the correct function of the system 

 A heat exchanger may be added between the collector and the tank to transfer heat 

from one fluid to the other. 
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In the industry, the active central solar energy systems are more common than the passive 

ones. It must be noted that in the industrial solar energy systems, a regular service and check 

is advised since they possess moving and electromechanical parts. 

 

The active solar energy systems are using electric pumps, valves and control panels to 

circulate the water or the other heat transfer fluids (for example water-glucose) from the 

collectors. There are two types of active systems: 

 The active systems with an open circuit use pumps to circulate the water at the 

collectors. This system is suitable for areas where the outer temperature isn’t 

dropping under 0 οC for a big period of time and its water isn’t hard or acidic. 

 The active systems with a closed circuit transfer the heat transfer fluid in a mixture of 

glucose and water to the collectors. The heat exchangers transfer the heat from the 

fluid to the water stored in the tanks. 

 

The central solar energy systems are designed usually from air-conditioning system 

mechanics or mechanics who specialize in solar energy. In general, the size of the collectors 

is over 50 m2 and their storage volume is over than 2000 liters. 

 

For the simpler home water heating systems (for example houses and hotel rooms), simple 

systems without moving electromechanical parts are efficient to cover their needs. These 

systems offer the advantage of less need for regular checks and service. 

 

The systems where the water or the heat transfer fluid circuit to the collectors without the 

use of a pump are called passive systems. Since there are no electromechanical parts in these 

systems, they are considered to be the most trustful and require less maintenance. They have 

also a larger lifespan. 
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The two types of passive solar energy thermal systems are the following: 

 The systems with an integrated storage tank are consisted of one or more storage 

tanks placed in a single larger one, with a surface covered with glass, while facing the 

sun. During the winter they must be protected from the cold or the water should be 

evacuated from the system in order to avoid freezing and causing damage to the 

collector. 

 The thermosyphonic systems are based on heat transfer for the circulation of the 

water to the collectors and the tank, which is placed over the collector. Since the water 

in the solar collector is being heated, it becomes lighter and elevates to the tank using 

natural circulation due to the density difference. In the meantime the colder water of 

the tank is being poured through pipes to the bottom of the collector.  (Karagiorga 

2000, 3) 
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Chapter 3 

Revit Model 
 

 

 

As it has already been mentioned, for this master thesis has been created a model in Revit 

with the goal to create a solar system that will be located at the roof of the building and it will 

cover the energy needed for the maturation of yogurt. The procedure has been chosen 

because it requires low temperatures and following its energy needs can be covered by a 

solar system. This model is representing the building of a small dairy industry located in the 

city of Thessaloniki. At figures 4 and 5 is representing the building, as constructed.  

 

Figure 4: 3D Model of Daily Industry in Revit – South 
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Figure	5:	Top	view	of	the	building	

 

The building covers an area of 979 m2 and is constructed by the construction materials that 

are used in most of the industries.   

 

For the master thesis, a new construction element has been developed that simulates the 

properties of the solar system that was about to be located at the roof of the building. The 

new element has been located at the South of the roof and heating and cooling analyses has 

been performed. The outcome of the analyses is going to be shown at next chapter. The 

properties of the model along with the analysis that has been extracted can be found at 

Appendix A.  
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Chapter 4 

Heating and Cooling Analysis 
 

 

 

The simulation of the model occurred twice. The only elemental of the building that changed 

was the roof which has its South side covered with solar system’s element.  This elemental 

has been constructed using the following materials: 

 Concrete Masonry Units. The thickness of the bottom material is 0.2032m 

 Tile, Mosaic, Gray. The thickness of the material is 0.0010m 

 Stone wool. The thickness of the material is 0.0500m 

 Aluminum. The thickness of the material is 0.0020m 

 Si. The thickness of the material is 0.0050m 

 Metal Stud Layer. The thickness of the material is 0.0050m 

 Si. The thickness of the material is 0.0050m 

 Glass. The thickness of the cover material is 0.0100m 

The total thickness of the material is 0.2812m. 

 

Following, there is the representation of the heating and cooling analysis of the main building 

construction and the results coming from the change of the roof. (Appendix A) 
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4.1 Analysis of the model without the solar system on the roof 
Given that the constructional materials that have been used at the model are those that are 

used at the most industrial buildings, the building’s heating and cooling demands, regarding 

the area of Thessaloniki, is 216 kWh/m2/year. 

 

	 Figure	6:	The	energy	demands	of	the	building	per	year	 	

 

The components of the building that will return that value is analyzed at the figures below. 

 

4.1.1 Building orientation 

According to the current orientation of the building, 216kWh/m2/year are required for 

covering the energy demands of it. If the orientation was slightly changed, then the energy 

demand will be increased or decreased as figure 7 represents.  
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Figure	7:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.2 WWR – Southern Walls 

According to the current status of WWR – Southern Walls of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Same as before, figure 8 represents the 

current status of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	8:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.3 Windows Shades-South 

According to the current status of Windows Shades-South of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 9 represents the current status of 

the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	9:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.4 Windows Glass – South 

According to the current status of Windows Glass – South of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 10 represents the current status 

of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	10:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.5 WWR-Northern Walls 

According to the current status of WWR-Northern Walls of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 11 represents the current status 

of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	11:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.6 Windows Shades – North 

According to the current status of Windows Shades – North of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 12 represents the current status 

of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	12:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.7 Window Glass -North 

According to the current status of Window Glass -North of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 13 represents the current status 

of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	13:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.8 WWR – Western Walls 

According to the current status of WWR – Western Walls of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 14 represents the current status 

of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	14:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.9 Window Shades – West 

According to the current status of Window Shades – West of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 15 represents the current status 

of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	15:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.10 Window Glass- West 

According to the current status of Window Glass- West of the building, 216kWh/m2/year are 

required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 16 represents the current status of the 

model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	16:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.11 WWR -Eastern Walls 

According to the current status of WWR -Eastern Walls of the building, 216kWh/m2/year are 

required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 17 represents the current status of the 

model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	17:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.12 Window Shades -East 

According to the current status of Window Shades -East of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 18 represents the current status 

of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	18:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.13 Window Glass – East 

According to the current status of Window Shades -East of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 19 represents the current status 

of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	19:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.14 Window Glass – East 

According to the current status of Window Glass – East of the building, 216kWh/m2/year are 

required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 20 represents the current status of the 

model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	20:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.15 Wall Construction 

According to the current status of Wall Construction of the building, 216kWh/m2/year are 

required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 21 represents the current status of the 

model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	21:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.16 Roof Construction 

According to the current status of Roof Construction of the building, 216kWh/m2/year are 

required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 22 represents the current status of the 

model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	22:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.17 Infiltration 

According to the current status of Infiltration of the building, 216kWh/m2/year are required 

for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 23 represents the current status of the model 

and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	23:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.18 Lighting Efficiency 

According to the current status of Lighting Efficiency of the building, 216kWh/m2/year are 

required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 24 represents the current status of the 

model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	24:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.19 Daylighting &Occupancy Controls 

According to the current status of Daylighting &Occupancy Controls of the building, 

216kWh/m2/year are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 25 represents 

the current status of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	25:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.20 Plug Load Efficiency 

According to the current status of Plug Load Efficiency of the building, 216kWh/m2/year 

are required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 26 represents the current status 

of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	26:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.21 HVAC 

According to the current status of HVAC of the building, 216kWh/m2/year are required for 

covering the energy demands of it. Figure 27 represents the current status of the model and 

the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	27:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.1.22 Operating Schedule 

According to the current status of Operating Schedule of the building, 216kWh/m2/year are 

required for covering the energy demands of it. Figure 28 represents the current status of the 

model and the scenarios of changing it. 
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Figure	28:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	

 

4.2 Analysis of the model with the solar system on the roof 
The second simulation of the model took place after the replacement of the South side of the 

roof with the material that had been constructed for simulating the solar system. Given that 

there are no other changes at the model, the new energy demands of the building are 

resulting by this change. The solar system will be extended 458.171m2.  

 

Figure	29:The	energy	demands	of	the	building	per	year	
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Figure	30:	Energy	demands	for	heating	and	cooling	of	the	building	

 

 

Figure	31:	Representation	of	buildings	parameter	and	the	scenarios	of	changing	them	
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According to the current status of Roof Construction of the building, 319kWh/m2/year are 

required for covering the energy demands of it (Figure 30). Figure 31 represents the current 

status of the model and the scenarios of changing it. 

The demands for the energy need of the building have been slightly increased which was 

expected due to the fact that the construction element is created for the solar system and not 

for the insulation of the building.  
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Chapter 5 

T-Sol Model 
 

 

 

As it is mentioned, the industrial process that has been chosen for this Master Thesis is the 

yogurt maturation. This process requires 45 οC to be completed. Given that the dairy industry 

will process 500 lt of milk per day and it will operate for 5 days per week and 24 hours per 

day, it has been calculated the amount of energy required for the fulfillment of the process. 

 

The amount of energy that the process requires is given by: (Zagnaferis 2018, 36) 

Q=m*Cp*ΔT 

 

m=500lt/d = 0.138 lt/s 

Cp,milk = 3.85 kJ/kg* οC 

Cp,water = 4.182  kJ/kg* οC 

ΔT = (45 οC – 5 οC) = 40 οC 

The mean that will be used for the heat at the desire temperature will be water in our system.  

Q = 0.138 * 3.85 *40= 21.4kW 

Q’=Q*h= 21.4 *24 = 513kWh 
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So, the process requires 513kWh for the maturation of yogurt per day. But, the mean that will 

be used at the solar system is water and it is going to be used a heat exchanger. That means, 

that the energy required for the process will be slightly increased and it will be calculated as: 

Q= 0.138*4.182*40 = 23.1kW 

Q’ = 23.1 *24=560kWh 

Finally, the energy that the process will need is 560kWh/day. 

 

5.1 Model’s Characteristics 

 

Figure	32:	Model	of	the	Solar	System	

 

The model that has been created at T-Sol has the above form. It consists of: 

 Solar Panels – 100 panels 

 Collector Loop Heat Exchanger – 31.91K 

 Buffer tanks – 10 tanks 

 Gas – Fired Boiler – 1 boiler 

 Process Heat 
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5.1.1 Solar Panels 

There was the space at the roof of the dairy industry, as it has been designed at Revit, to locate 

more panels. Although, the solar system uses 100 panels because that number is enough to 

cover the energy needs of the maturation of yogurt.  

 

5.1.2  Collector Loop Heat Exchanger 

For the calculation of the Collector’s Loop Heat Exchanger has been used the equation: 

(Fokaides 2019,4) 

  

Where: 

ΔT1 = Th,in -Tc,in = 65 – 25 = 40 οC 

ΔT2 = Th,out – Tc,out = 50 – 45 =5 οC 

ΔTlm = 16.83 οC 

 

5.1.3 Buffer tanks 

The buffer tanks have been chosen to be 10 because that would enable a more efficient solar 

system. 

 

5.1.4 Gas – Fired Boiler 

One gas fired is in use for the system. The boiler is in use from November to February, the 

months that the solar energy is the less. 

 

5.1.5 Process Heat 

The heat process has been calculated before and it is set at 560kWh. 
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5.2 Results 
The solar system as it has been analyzed above has efficiency at 47.6%. The efficiency is 

acceptable. The system’s parameter and the results are shown at Appendix B.  

 

 

Figure	33:	Results	of	annual	simulation	from	T‐Sol	
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Conclusions 
 

 

 

In conclusion, this Master Thesis has analyzed two models. The first one coming from Revit, 

has set the ground of the load requirements regarding the building which will house the 

industrial process under study, yogurt maturation. At the same time, it sets the available 

space on which we could set the solar system and after choosing a territory for it, we 

extracted the energy requirements of the building with the system on it. The result showed 

that the panels will actually increase the needs for heating and cooling loads at the building. 

 

Keeping the above result in mind, we studied the second model, coming from T-Sol. The 

energy requirements for the industrial procedure has been analyzed above and for that result 

has been set the minimum temperature at 5 οC. This value was resulting by the first analysis.   

 

After creating the model of Solar System, the analysis showed that the efficiency of it is 47.6%. 

The system considered effective. It will cover a big amount of energy required for the 

industrial process that it will created for and it can be suggested for installation for this 

industrial process. 
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Appendix	A	

Revit	Model	
A.1	Properties	of	the	model	
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A.2	New	Element’s	structure	
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A.3	Energy	Model	
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A.4	Outcome	from	load	analysis	with	located	solar	system	
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Outcome With New 
Element.pdf  
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A.5	 Outcome	 from	 load	 analysis	without	 located	 solar	

system	
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Outcome Without 
New Element.pdf  
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Appendix	B	

T‐Sol	Model	
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B.1	T‐Sol	Outcome	Report	
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